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Abstract— Sounds produced through different means can help in recognizing the context of sound generation or these
sounds can help in various fields if classified or detected properly. Sounds, in other words, audio have been used since
years in different applications and researchers have used various neural networks and machine learning models for
recognizing and classifying sounds. Audio event detection and event classification have achieved a new phase using
machine learning classifiers such as Support Vector Machines (SVM), K- Nearest Neighbour, Artificial Neural
Networks etc. The most promising classifier that is used in field of audio is Support Vector Machine. It has achieved
good performance in every application related to audio. In this paper, the use of SVM for various audio related tasks
is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Audio can be described as mechanical waves in gases, liquids, and solids. Audio recognition and classification can be
described as identification of sounds in various contexts and employing them for certain useful researches. Sounds or in
other words, audio have been used in various disciplines like speech synthesis[1], speech recognition[2][3], music genre
classification [4], discrimination of normal and pathological data in hospitals[5]. It has also been employed in aircraft
industry [6][7]. Then various environmental events are detected using sounds [8]. Researchers used different techniques
and classifiers for audios.
SVM has been massively used for sound related applications. SVM is a machine learning algorithm which is based on
the Vapnik-Chervonenkis theory. It is powerful algorithm that generalizes the model to the new data. This property of
SVM is called regularization. SVM was basically designed for solving supervised machine learning problems in which
the training data is already given the labels of appropriate classification classes.
Describing SVM geometerically, it searches for the op- timal hyperplane which separates the two classes of the context.
Initially SVM was designed for linear problems but since all problems were not linear, so researchers found a way to
transform non linear problems to linear problems using kernels which is discussed in next section.
Following section discusses the framework of SVM, followed by the work of researchers who have used SVM in areas
of audio.
II. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
SVM is a supervised classifier of machine learning. It is widely used for classification. Given a training set, SVM finds a
hyperplane which separates the data set into two classes. The items in training data are represented as points in the plane.
Hyperplane, in simple words, if we think of a binary classification, is a line that divides the data set into two classes.
Hyperplane is decided by taking into account the distance of data points from the hyperplane. The distance of the data
points from the hyperplane should be maximum, while retaining the correct class. The distance between hyperplane and
closest points of each class is called margin. More the margin, more the chances of accurate classification. When new
test data comes,when the data is projected onto the plane, the side of the hyperplane in which the projections of items
are, that is class of those items.
The points which decide the position of hyperplane are called support vectors. In other words, the data points of each
class closest to the hyperplane are support vectors. They are critical elements, as if they are removed or altered, the
position of hyperplane will alter. Figure 1 describes the hyperplanes, support vectors and margin. Since the hyper- plane
B has the highest margin from support vectors of both classes, so hyperplane B is the correct one. Two dimensional
classification using SVM is depicted in figure 2.
If the data to be classified is not linearly separable i.e. it is not possible to find a line or plane separating
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Fig. 1: Hyperplane in SVM

Fig. 2: Two dimensional Classification
the data points into classes (Figure 3), then the data should be mapped from low dimension to higher dimension using
non-linear mapping already decided. The non-linear function used for mapping is also called kernel function. Commonly
used and known kernel functions are Gaussian radial basis function (Figure 4), multilayer perceptron, linear (Figure 6),
quadratic, polynomial (Figure 5)etc. A separating hyperplane is found to classify the higher dimensional data. NonLinear mapping is depicted in Figure 7.

Fig. 3: Multidimensional Classification
SVM is a linear classifier basically but it becomes non- linear classifier when non-linear separable data is mapped to
higher dimensions using non-linear mapping. SVM was initially developed only for two class problems. But if the
problem involves multiple classes, then it is solved using n SVMs. It can be considered a set of binary classification
subproblems. Each SVM out of n SVM divides one class from the other rest of the classes. The decomposition of the
problem of multiclass problem into several binary problems is called binarization. There are two techniques employed to
solve binarization problem:
1)
One-vs-all(OVA): In this technique, using SVM one class is separated from all other classes by classifying the
examples into two categories. One containing all the examples belonging to that particular class and other containing the
examples not belonging to that class. So, there is one SVM for each class.
2)
One-vs-One(OVO): In this technique, there is one SVM for each pair of classes. Each SVM performs
classification between two classes. One class wins in case of each classification task. The final decision about the class of
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the data item is taken through voting. The score of the winner class increases based on the decision of each classifier. At
the end of the classification process,the class which has the maximum score is the class of the data item.

Fig. 4: Radial Basis Kernel function

Fig. 5: Polynomial Kernel Function

Fig. 6: Linear Kernel Function
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Fig. 7: Non-Linear Mapping
III. SVM IN SOUND RELATED APPLICATIONS
SVM has been widely employed for various sound related applications.
Music Genres are automatically classified using audio signal using SVM[9]. The kernel function used with SVM is
polynomial kernel function. Accuracy if 78% and 81% is obtained with GTZAN dataset over the ten musical genres
and the ISMIR 2004 genre dataset over the six musical genres respectively.
Music mood classsification is obtained using Audio power and audio harmonicity features[10]. SVM is used for classification of features. Accuracy obtained was 74.28% using Audio Power and Audio Harmonicity, 37.14% using Audio
Spectrum Projection, and 28.57% using Audio Power, Au- dio Harmonicity and Audio Spectrum Projection. Another
researcher used a set of 133 descriptors and a support vector machine classifier to predict the mood cluster in music [11].
In this research work, SVM is optimized using grid search algorithm.
For civil infrastructure projects, continuous tracking and monitoring of tasks performed by construction heavy equipment using SVM [12] [13]. It includes multiple steps- record- ing of audio signals from construction equipment using
audio sensors, filtering of audio signals to reduce background noise, converting them into time frequency representations
using Short-Time Fourier Transform(STFT), classifying these rep- resentations using SVM and window filtering the
output of the classifier by setting proper thresholds.
For multimedia content analysis, audio classification and segmentation is obtained using ensemble of SVM and Artificial neural networks(ANNs) [14]. The ensemble segments a superimposed audio stream on the basis of its content
into four main audio types: pure-speech,music, environment sound, and silence. Audio stream is classified, firstly, into
speech and nonspeech segment by using bagged support vector machines; nonspeech segment is further classified into
music and environment sound by using artificial neural net- works and lastly, speech segment is classified into silence and
pure-speech segments on the basis of rule-based classifier. Misclassification rate is reduced using SVM.
Wavelets and SVMs are used to classify and categorize the audio data[15]. Wavelets are first applied to extract audio
features. SVM classifies the features and classification erros are reduced from 16(8.1%) to six (3.0%).
Human sounds are classified using SVM using psycoa- coustic data. A scream classification model, with sounds of
speech and screams indicating different acoustical character- istics, was investigated.
Classification and Segmentation of audio streams is done using SVM [16] [17][18]. An audio clip is classified into one
of the five classes: pure speech, non-pure speech, music, environment sound, and silence. SVM achieves higher accuracy as compared to K-Nearest Neighbour and Guassian Mixture Model(GMM).
Human emotions are differentiated into four emotional states namely happy, sad, anger and neutral. SVM is used to
recognize human emotions either from the speaker’s utterances [19] [20] [21] or in response to audio music using brain
signals [22].
Mixed type audio classification is accomplished using Support Vector Machines(SVM). SVM classify audio data into
five types: music, speech, environment sound, speech mixed with music, and music mixed with environment sound [23].
The experimental results show that the proposed system outperforms other classification systems using k Nearest
Neighbor (k-NN), Neural Network (NN), and Naive Bayes (NB).
In the field of sports, a novel audiovisual feature based framework is proposed for event detection in broadcast video of
multiple different field sports. This is done through SVM [24].
A mobile phone identifier called Weighted Support Vector Machine with Weighted Majority Voting (WSVM-WMV) for
a closed-set mobile phone identification task is proposed [25]. The proposed WSVM-WMV can be regarded as a
generalization of the traditional SVM identifier. On using Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and Linearfre-
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quency Cepstral Coefficients (LFCC) as the feature vectors, the proposed identifier can improve the identification accuracy from 92.42% to 97.86% and from 90.44% to 98.33% respectively, as compared with the traditional SVM identifier
in identifying a set of 21 mobile phone.
IV. CONCLUSION
Support Vector Machines have been used extensively in various sound related applications. SVM is a machine learning
classifier that provides the best results as compared to other known machine learning classifiers in the field of sounds. It
has been widely employed in sound source clas- sification, emotion recognition, context classification, sports event
detection and heavy equipment event detection in civil infrastructure projects.
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